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Abstract
Increasingly, donors that subsidize socially-desirable products in the developing world are shifting from distributing through non-commercial to commercial channels, ceding control of the product
price to for-profit intermediaries. This paper advises a donor as to how the donor’s loss of price control and the level of consumer awareness–defined as the fraction of the consumer population that
is informed of the product’s benefits–influence the donor’s optimal subsidy and utility: First, in
shifting to the commercial channel, the donor should increase (decrease) the subsidy when consumer
awareness is low (high). Second, with the commercial channel, the donor should be prepared to
increase the subsidy as awareness increases, which is contrary to her actions with a non-commercial
channel. Third, contrary to the lesson obtained with non-commercial distribution, with commercial distribution the donor can be hurt by increased awareness. This occurs when awareness is
moderate, and the implication is that then the donor should be wary of encouraging entities (e.g.,
governments, non-governmental organizations) to institute campaigns that increase the awareness
of the product’s benefits. The intermediary’s decision of whether to target either only informed
consumers or the broad market drives our results.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
—
1

Introduction

Donors fund subsidies to lower the price, and hence increase the purchase and use, of sociallybeneficial products in the developing world. For example, malaria is estimated to cause more than
200 million illnesses and 600,000 deaths annually (World Health Organization 2013). Because the
recommended drugs to treat malaria, artemisinin combination therapies (ACTs), are expensive to
produce, they are unaﬀordable to many in sub-Saharan Africa, the region which bears the heaviest
burden of malaria (Morris et al. 2014). Historically, donor eﬀorts to lower the cost of malaria
drugs have focused on non-commercial channels, such as public health systems. In recent years,
donors have shifted their eﬀorts in subsidizing recommended malaria drugs to commercial channels,
1

because for-profit firms such as drug shops are an important source for those seeking treatment for
malaria (Adeyi and Atun 2009, Morris et al. 2014). A key distinction between these two types
of channels, and a cause for concern for donors in making this transition, is that for-profit firms
control the price (Arrow et al. 2004, Adeyi and Atun 2009).
Similarly, donors fund subsidies to increase the purchase and use of improved cook stoves (ICS)
because they are more energy-eﬃcient and less-polluting than traditional cook stoves. Historically,
donor eﬀorts to lower the price of ICS have focused on non-commercial channels, with distribution
through non-governmental organizations or government agencies (World Bank 2010). These organizations sell the product to consumers at the fixed, reduced price dictated by the subsidy program.
In recent years, donors have shifted their eﬀorts to commercial channels (Gaul 2009, Broder 2010,
World Bank 2010, Simon et al. 2014). Although donors can recommend a price to the for-profit
firms that distribute the ICS, those firms control the price. For example, the World Bank (2010)
documents that in a United States Agency for International Development program in Bangladesh,
for-profit firms sold the ICS at a price much higher than what the Agency had recommended.
See Gaul (2009) for additional examples in which donors provide price-setting ICS producers with
per-unit subsidies.
A key common element in the malaria drug- and ICS-subsidy examples is the shift to distribution
through commercial channels, wherein the donor gives up control over the price. A second common
element is that demand for the product is influenced by both the price and consumer awareness
of the product’s benefits, which is often limited (see Cohen et al. 2010 and Morris et al. 2014 for
ACTs, and Gaul 2009, World Bank 2010 and Mobarak et al. 2012 for ICS). Specifically, only a
fraction of the population is aware of the eﬀectiveness of the recommended malaria drugs, and only
a fraction of the population is aware of the fuel-cost savings and reduced-pollution benefits of ICS.
The purpose of this paper is to advise a donor as to how the nature of the distribution channel
and the level of consumer awareness influence her subsidy-design decision and utility. Specifically,
we explore how the donor’s loss of price control and how the awareness level–defined as the fraction
of the consumer population acquainted with the product that is informed of the product’s benefits–
influence the donor’s optimal subsidy and utility. We show how and why the donor’s loss of price
control reverses the impact of awareness on the donor’s optimal subsidy and utility.
Intuitively, the donor benefits from consumers’ increased awareness of the product’s benefits
because such awareness makes consumers more prone to purchase, increasing the sales quantity.
Indeed, when the donor controls the price, she always benefits from increased awareness—due to
this sales quantity eﬀect. Our first contribution is to demonstrate when and how the presence of
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a price-setting intermediary reverses this result. The driver behind this reversal—and indeed all of
our key results—is the intermediary’s strategic market-targeting decision. As awareness increases, it
becomes increasingly attractive for the price-setting intermediary to abandon the segment that is
not informed of the product’s benefits. Convincing the intermediary to continue to serve the broad
market requires that the donor increase the subsidy. So long as awareness is not too high, it is
optimal for the donor to incur this additional cost. Consequently, when the awareness is moderate,
the donor’s utility decreases in the awareness.
Our second contribution is to demonstrate how the presence of a price-setting intermediary
changes the optimal subsidy, and how the subsidy is aﬀected by the awareness level. First, accounting for the intermediary’s market-targeting decision leads the donor to optimally increase the
subsidy as awareness increases through a moderate range. This reverses the result when the donor
controls the price, wherein the optimal subsidy never increases in the awareness. Second, the presence of a price-setting intermediary weakly increases the donor’s subsidy if and only if awareness is
suﬃciently low. More precisely, when awareness is moderately low, the donor strictly increases the
subsidy so as to persuade the intermediary to serve the broad market. As awareness increases it becomes increasingly expensive for the donor to persuade the intermediary to serve the broad market.
Consequently, the donor gives up on serving the broad market more quickly when she distributes
through a price-setting intermediary. Therefore, the presence of a price-setting intermediary causes
the donor to strictly decrease the subsidy when awareness is moderately high.
The managerial contribution of these reversal results is to provide insight to donors that are
shifting from distributing products through non-commercial channels to commercial channels. The
results provide guidance by illuminating when lessons obtained in a setting with a non-commercial
channel continue to hold and when they are reversed.
There is a growing literature in operations management on the use of subsidies and other mechanisms to stimulate the production, purchase and use of socially-beneficial products. Motivated
by the influenza vaccine product, a body of research identifies social-welfare enhancing interventions that influence manufacturer production decisions in settings where the production yield is
uncertain and consumers’ purchasing decisions are influenced by the fraction of the population
that is vaccinated. Chick et al. (2008) shows that a properly designed supply-side intervention,
namely a cost-sharing contract, induces the manufacturer to produce the welfare-maximizing quantity. Arifoğlu et al. (2012) observe that combining a supply-side intervention with a demand-side
intervention, such as a subsidy, may be beneficial. Mamani et al. (2013) extend Chick et al. (2008)
and propose a subsidy scheme that eﬀectively encourages the purchase and use of the vaccine in the
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geographic location where it is most needed. Adida et al. (2013) shows that a menu of subsidies is
useful in addressing the incentive problem that arises with production yield uncertainty.
Motivated by socially-beneficial products other than vaccines, Cohen et al. (2013), Chemama
et al. (2014), Ovchinnikov and Raz (2014), and Taylor and Xiao (2014) examine subsidizing a
profit-maximizing, price-setting intermediary that faces uncertain demand and makes stocking and
pricing decisions. Cohen et al. (2013) examine the eﬀect of demand uncertainty on the optimal
subsidy. Chemama et al. (2014) extend Cohen et al. (2013) and show that the subsidy-designer
should commit to the subsidy level in advance. Ovchinnikov and Raz (2014) and Taylor and Xiao
(2014) examine how a donor should optimally subsidize the intermediary based on its purchases
and/or sales. Our study diﬀers from these in that we focus on the impact of consumers’ awareness
rather than demand uncertainty.
A substantial literature in marketing and economics examines incentives of profit-maximizing
firms to provide information about their products, e.g., through informative advertising. See Dranove and Jin (2010) for a review of literature on disclosure of product-quality information. For
example, in Kuksov and Lin (2010), consumers are uncertain as to whether a product is of low
or high quality, and a firm with a high-quality product communicates this if the cost of doing so
is not too high. Because for-profit firms in the developing world have relatively little incentive to
incur costs to promote socially-beneficial products, we treat the level of consumer awareness as
exogenous.
Complementing this theoretical research are empirical studies on the impact of subsidies for
health products in the developing world. See Morris et al. (2014) for a review of studies on the impact of subsidies for recommended malaria drugs on retail prices and consumer purchases. Evidence
on the simultaneous impact of information and subsidies on demand is mixed. For example, Dupas
(2009) finds that providing information about the negative health consequences of malaria alongside
a subsidy for an insecticide-treated bed net does not impact the demand curve. In contrast, Ashraf
et al. (2013) find that informing consumers that an unfamiliar product is similar to a familiar
product does impact the demand curve. Our study diﬀers in that we focus on consumers’ existing
awareness of the benefits of a particular product, rather than the provision of other information at
the point of sale.

2

Model

A donor desires to stimulate the purchase and use of a product (e.g., a superior malaria drug or
cook stove) which is sold to end consumers by an intermediary. Although the product is superior
4

to alternatives, not all consumers acquainted with the product understand the product’s benefits.
For example, of the consumers that know that the drug is used to treat malaria, only a fraction of
consumers are informed of the eﬃcacy of the drug. Uninformed consumers believe that the drug’s
eﬃcacy is typical, whereas informed consumers understand its superior eﬃcacy. Similarly, uninformed consumers believe that the cook stove’s performance in terms of fuel cost requirements and
household pollution is typical, whereas informed consumers understand its superior performance.
The consumer population acquainted with the product is normalized to one. Awareness  ∈ [0 1]
denotes the fraction of consumers that are informed of the product’s benefits. A consumer with
valuation intensity  values the product at  if she is informed of the product’s benefits and at
 if she does not, where     0 A particular consumer’s valuation intensity  will depend
on her need for the product (e.g., severity of malaria symptoms, intensity of cook stove use) and
economic condition (e.g., income level);  represents the consumer-perceived quality level, where
uninformed consumers do not perceive the product’s full benefits. We assume that for both informed
and uniformed consumers,  is distributed uniformly on [0 1] The assumptions that the consumer
valuation has a multiplicative form and that the valuation intensity has a uniform distribution are
common in the literature on product quality and pricing (e.g., Moorthy 1988 and Choudhary et al.
2005). At price  ≥ 0 the fraction of the informed segment that purchases is max(1 −   0) and
the fraction of the uninformed segment that purchases is max(1 −   0) Hence, the quantity sold
by the intermediary under awareness  and price  is ( ) =  max(1 −   0) + (1 − ) max(1 −
  0)
The donor (she) provides a per-unit subsidy  ≥ 0 to the intermediary (he). The intermediary
sells to end consumers at per-unit price  ≥ 0 and incurs per-unit cost  ≥ 0 If the intermediary
controls the price , he chooses  to maximize his profit
( −  + )( )

(1)

Let ∗ ( ) denote the intermediary’s profit-maximizing price. The donor receives utility  ≥ 0 per
unit purchased by consumers. The donor chooses the subsidy  to maximize her utility
( − )( ∗ ( ))

(2)

If the donor controls the price  then the donor jointly determines the price  and subsidy 
to maximize her utility
( − )( )
subject to ensuring that the intermediary does not incur a loss. Because the donor’s utility is
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decreasing in  and the intermediary does not incur a loss if and only if the price exceeds the
intermediary’s subsidized cost  ≥  −  the donor’s optimal price is  =  −  The subsidy  is
the amount by which the donor reduces the price below the cost  and the intermediary’s margin
is zero. Hence, the donor chooses the subsidy  to maximize her utility
( − )(  − )

(3)

This setting corresponds to the case where the intermediary is a non-commercial entity (e.g., a nongovernmental organization) that is willing to distribute the product at the price set by the donor.
It also corresponds to the case where the intermediary is a commercial entity (e.g., a for-profit
retailer) and the donor can enforce strict price control.
For simplicity we have assumed that donor’s utility is linear in quantity purchased. All of our
results continue to hold when the donor’s utility is a concave, increasing function of the quantity
purchased. The proofs are available from the authors.

3

Results

§3.1 and §3.2 characterize the donor’s optimal subsidy when the donor controls the price and
when the intermediary controls the price, respectively. §3.3 and §3.4 show how the presence of a
price-setting intermediary changes the impact of awareness on the subsidy and the donor’s utility,
respectively.

3.1

Subsidy under Donor Price Control

In this section, we consider the setting where the donor controls the price. The donor’s price
 =  −  and she chooses the subsidy  to maximize her utility (3). Because the maximum
willingness to pay of an uninformed consumer is  , the donor serves only informed consumers if
she sets a price higher than  , i.e.,  −    , or equivalently, oﬀers a subsidy  lower than  −  .
If instead the donor oﬀers a subsidy higher than  −  , then she serves consumers in both the
uninformed and informed segments. In the former case where    −  , the donor’s utility is
Π ( ) = ( − ) (  − ) where  ( ) = (1 −  ). In the latter case where  ≥  −  , the
donor’s utility is Π ( ) = ( −) ( −) where  ( ) = (1− )+(1−)(1− ) We
say that an entity targets the informed segment if it serves only informed consumers, and targets the
broad market if it serves consumers in both the uninformed and informed segments. The subscript
 is mnemonic for targeting the informed segment and  is mnemonic for targeting the broad
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market. From the preceding analysis, we can rewrite the donor’s problem as
(
)
max

sup Π ( ) sup Π ( ) 

−

≥−

Note that both Π ( ) and Π ( ) are concave in the subsidy  with maximizers
 = ( +  −  )2
and
 () = [ +  −   ( + (1 − ) )]2
Throughout the paper, we assume that  ∈ (0 ) and  () ∈ (0 ) for  ∈ [0 1], to rule out the
uninteresting extreme cases where the donor’s optimal subsidy is either zero or equal to the purchase
cost . Proposition 1 characterizes the donor’s optimal subsidy as function of the awareness 
Proposition 1. Under donor price control and awareness , the donor’s optimal subsidy is
(
 () if  ≤ b


 () =
if   b



(4)

where b
 = {| Π (  ) = Π (  ())}

Intuitively, when awareness  is low, the uninformed segment is too large to ignore, and the

donor targets the broad market, serving consumers of both segments. Because consumers that are
not aware of the product’s benefits have a lower valuation for the product, reaching these consumers
requires that the donor oﬀer a generous subsidy  () =  ()   . In contrast, when awareness 
is high so that the informed segment is large, the donor targets the informed segment by oﬀering a
stingy subsidy  () =    () The dashed line in Figure 1 depicts the donor’s optimal subsidy
under donor price control as a function of the awareness  When awareness is low, so that the
donor targets both segments, the eﬀectiveness of the subsidy in increasing sales diminishes as the
size of the informed segment grows because informed consumers are less price sensitive than the
uninformed consumers. Consequently, the optimal subsidy decreases in . When awareness is high,
so that the donor targets the informed segment, the donor’s problem is one of selling to homogenous
consumers with private valuations. The donor’s optimal subsidized price is the result of trading oﬀ
extracting additional revenue versus increasing the purchase probability, implying that the optimal
subsidized price is independent of the population size of informed consumers.
The role of Proposition 1 is to provide a benchmark to understand how the presence of a
price-setting intermediary changes the impact of awareness on the donor’s optimal subsidy.
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Figure 1: Donor’s Optimal Subsidy as Function of Awareness. Parameters are  = 10,  = 12,
 = 085 and Proposition 2’s thresholds are
 = 20 and  = 08. Proposition 1’s threshold is b
 = 026 and  = 051

3.2

Subsidy under Price-setting Intermediary

In this section, we consider the setting where the intermediary controls the price. The intermediary
chooses the price  to maximize his profit (1). The retailer’s key decision is whether to set a high
price    and target the informed segment or set a low price  ≤  and target the broad
market, serving consumers of both segments. The retailer’s problem is
(
)
max

sup Λ ( ) sup Λ ( ) 



≤

where Λ ( ) = ( −  + ) ( ) and Λ ( ) = ( −  + ) ( ). Let  () denote the
maximizer of Λ ( ) for  ∈ { } Then  () = ( −  +  )2 and  () = { −  +   [ +
(1 − ) ]}2.
Lemma 1. Under awareness  and subsidy , the intermediary’s optimal price is
(
 () if   ()
∗ ( ) =
 () if  ≥ ()
p
where () =  −  + ( −  )  [ + (1 − ) ]

Intuitively, a more generous subsidy makes it more attractive for the intermediary to sell a

larger quantity, which she does by setting a lower price. When the subsidy is stingy,   (), the
intermediary sets a high price ∗ ( )   , targeting the informed segment. When the subsidy
is generous,  ≥ (), the intermediary sets a low price ∗ ( )   , targeting the broad market.
Because the threshold () is increasing in the awareness  the intermediary’s target-market price
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decision parallels that of the donor: the intermediary targets the informed segment if and only if
the awareness is high.
We now turn to the donor’s problem. The donor chooses the subsidy  to maximize her utility
(2), where (from Lemma 1) the intermediary’s sales quantity is
(
 (  ()) if   ()
∗
(  ( )) =
 (  ()) if  ≥ ()
We can rewrite the donor’s problem as
(
max

)

sup Π ( )2 sup Π ( )2 

()

≥()

where Π ( )2 represents the donor’s utility when the subsidy induces the intermediary to target
the informed segment, and Π ( )2 represents the donor’s utility when the subsidy induces the
intermediary to target the broad market. The donor’s subsidy design problem under a price-setting
intermediary partially parallels the problem under donor price control examined in §3.1. The main
distinction is that under a price-setting intermediary, the donor must oﬀer a larger subsidy to
induce the intermediary to target the broad market ()   −  
Proposition 2. Under a price-setting intermediary and awareness , the donor’s optimal subsidy
is

⎧
⎪
⎨  () if  ≤ 
∗
 () =
()
if    ≤ 
⎪
⎩
if   


(5)

where  = {|  () = ()} and  = {| Π (  ) = Π ( ())}.
We discuss Proposition 2 at the start of the next section, wherein we observe how the introduction
of a price-setting intermediary changes the structure of the donor’s optimal subsidy.

3.3

Impact of Awareness on Subsidy

This section examines how the presence of a price-setting intermediary changes the impact of awareness on the donor’s optimal subsidy. Proposition 3, which is illustrated in Figure 1, characterizes
the impact of awareness , the fraction of consumers that are informed of the product’s benefits,
on the optimal subsidy 
To build intuition, we describe the donor’s optimal subsidy under a price-setting intermediary
(Proposition 2), which is depicted graphically as the solid line in Figure 1. In designing a subsidy,
the donor’s key decision is whether and how to induce the intermediary to target the broad market
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or the informed segment. The general structure (and intuition for) which segment to target follows
that for the case under donor price control discussed at the end of §3.1: the donor induces the
intermediary to target the broad market if and only awareness is suﬃciently small  ≤ . However,
the way in which the donor induces the intermediary to target the broad market diﬀers structurally
under a price-setting intermediary. For the same reasons discussed at the end of §3.1, the donor’s
optimal subsidy under a price-setting intermediary is high and decreasing in awareness  when
awareness is low  ≤ , and is low and invariant to awareness when awareness is high    However,
contrast emerges under a price-setting intermediary when awareness is moderate  ∈ ( ) Under
donor price control, the donor’s optimal subsidy weakly decreases in the awareness. In contrast,
under a price-setting intermediary, the donor’s optimal subsidy strictly increases in awareness for
 ∈ ( ).
Because the donor values consumption and because consumption is higher when the intermediary targets the broad market, the donor induces the intermediary to target the broad market,
provided that the uninformed segment is not too small, i.e., awareness  ≤  When awareness is
low  ≤ , so that the uninformed segment is large, serving the broad market is naturally attractive
to the intermediary. However, as awareness  increases, it becomes increasingly attractive for the
intermediary to abandon the shrinking uninformed segment. Therefore, persuading the intermediary to continue to serve the broad market requires that the donor increase the subsidy as awareness
 increases through the moderate range  ∈ ( ). This is increasingly costly to the donor, and so
when the awareness  exceeds the threshold  the donor gives up on persuading the intermediary
to serve the broad market. The donor does so by dropping the subsidy from a high level to a low
one.
Proposition 3. With donor price control, the donor’s optimal subsidy  () weakly decreases in
awareness . With a price-setting intermediary, the donor’s optimal subsidy ∗ () strictly increases
in awareness for  ∈ ( ) and weakly decreases for  ∈ [0 ) ∪ ( 1]
The implication of Proposition 3 is that donors should be careful in changing their subsidies in
response to changes in awareness. Awareness can be influenced by a variety of factors. For example, public health media campaigns communicate the benefits of products such as a class of
malaria drugs or improved cook stoves (Amin et al. 2007, Rehfuess et al. 2014). For a donor distributing such a product, the eﬀect of such campaigns is to increase the fraction of the population
that is aware of the product’s benefits. How should the donor respond to greater awareness? A
donor that historically distributed products through a non-commercial channel should be wary of
applying lessons from that environment when she shifts to distributing the product through a com10

mercial channel. Specifically, Proposition 3 indicates that a donor distributing products through
a non-commercial channel should respond to greater awareness by reducing the subsidy, because
informed consumers are less price sensitive. Applying this prescription when distributing through
a commercial channel can have the counterproductive consequence of persuading the profit-seeking
intermediary to abandon the uninformed segment. Consequently, donors distributing products
through commercial channels should be wary of concluding that public health media campaigns
reduce the need for generous subsidies. When awareness is moderate, the opposite is true.
Consider a donor that historically distributed products through a non-commercial channel.
When the donor shifts to distributing through a commercial channel, ceteris paribus, should the
donor increase or decrease the subsidy level? Proposition 4 reveals that the answer to this question
depends on the consumers’ awareness of the product’s benefits. When awareness is low, the donor
should (weakly) increase the subsidy; when awareness is high, the donor should (weakly) decrease
the subsidy. This result is depicted graphically in Figure 1.
Proposition 4. The presence of a price-setting intermediary increases the donor’s optimal subsidy
∗ () ≥  () if awareness is low  ∈ [0 ), strictly so if and only if the awareness is moderately
low  ∈ ( ). The presence of a price-setting intermediary decreases the donor’s optimal subsidy
∗ () ≤  () if awareness is high  ∈ [ 1], strictly so if and only if the awareness is moderately

).
high  ∈ ( b

For low levels of awareness  ≤ , the donor sets a subsidy so as to induce the intermediary

to target the broad market, regardless of whether the donor or the intermediary controls the
price. When the donor controls the price, she dictates through the subsidy level which segments
the intermediary will target. In contrast, when the intermediary controls the price, the donor
must set the price anticipating the intermediary’s self-interested market-targeting decision. As
awareness increases, it becomes increasingly attractive for a price-setting intermediary to abandon
the shrinking uninformed segment. Consequently, in the upper end of this awareness range  ∈
( ), persuading the price-setting intermediary to serve the broad market requires the donor to
oﬀer a generous subsidy. This explains why at moderately low awareness  ∈ ( ), the presence
of a price-setting intermediary strictly increases the donor’s optimal subsidy.
As awareness increases through the range  ∈ ( 1) ensuring that the price-setting intermediary targets the broad market requires an increasingly generous subsidy. Consequently, when the
awareness  exceeds the threshold  the donor gives up on persuading the intermediary to serve
the broad market, and instead shifts to a stingy subsidy appropriate for the informed market. In
contrast, the price-setting donor does not face the intermediary price-mark-up problem, so it is at11

tractive for the price-setting donor to continue to serve the broad market with a generous subsidy
) The subsidy targeting the broad market is more generous
through the awareness range  ∈ ( b

because uninformed consumers are more price sensitive. This explains why at moderately high

), the presence of a price-setting intermediary strictly decreases the donor’s
awareness  ∈ ( b
optimal subsidy.

How might a donor reason about how she should change the subsidy when she shifts from

distributing through a non-commercial to a commercial channel? First, because a price-setting
intermediary passes through only a portion of the donor’s subsidy to consumers, the presence of
the intermediary reduces the eﬀectiveness of the subsidy in increasing the purchase quantity. This
subsidy-eﬀectiveness eﬀect favors reducing the subsidy. Second, because the quantity that the
intermediary sells is smaller, due to his price markup, the marginal cost of increasing the subsidy
is reduced because the subsidy is applied to fewer units. This subsidy-cost eﬀect favors increasing
the subsidy. In our model, these two eﬀects cancel out, which can be seen by observing that the
donor’s subsidy is unchanged at low and high levels of awareness. While these eﬀects are relatively
obvious, the contribution of Proposition 4 is to identify a third force at work, the market-targeting
eﬀect, which reflects the implications of the intermediary’s self-interested market-targeting decision
for the donor’s subsidy. As Proposition 4 reveals, this eﬀect is more subtle than the previous eﬀects
in that it compels the donor to either increase or decrease the subsidy, depending on the awareness
level. When awareness is moderately low  ∈ ( ), such that the donor would like to persuade
the price-setting intermediary to target the broad market, the donor should increase the subsidy.
), such that the donor would like the price-setting
When awareness is moderately high  ∈ ( b

intermediary to abandon the uninformed segment, the donor should decrease the subsidy.

3.4

Impact of Awareness on Donor Utility

This section examines how the presence of a price-setting intermediary changes the impact of
awareness on the donor’s utility. As awareness increases, a set of previously uninformed consumers
become informed of the product’s benefits and thus are more prone to purchasing, resulting in
a higher sales quantity. We refer to this as the quantity eﬀect. The quantity eﬀect benefits the
donor because the increased sales quantity occurs without increasing the per-unit subsidy. Based
on the quantity eﬀect, one might conjecture that the donor should always benefit from an increase
in awareness. Proposition 5 shows that this conjecture holds when the donor controls the price;
the result is depicted graphically in the left panel of Figure 2. However, under a price-setting
intermediary, the donor benefits from increased awareness when awareness is either low or high,
12
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Figure 2: Donor’s Utility as Function of Awareness. Parameters are  = 10,  = 12,  = 20 and
 = 08. Proposition 5’s thresholds are ̌ = 032 and  = 051

but is hurt by increased awareness when awareness is moderate; the result is depicted in the right
panel of Figure 2.
Proposition 5. With donor price control, the donor’s utility strictly increases in awareness .
With a price-setting intermediary, the donor’s utility strictly decreases in awareness for  ∈ (̌ )
and strictly increases for  ∈ [0 ̌) ∪ ( 1], where ̌ ∈ ( ].
As discussed in §3.3, when awareness  increases through the range  ∈ ( ), persuading the
price-setting intermediary to continue to target the broad market requires that the donor increase
the subsidy. We refer to this as the subsidy eﬀect. The subsidy eﬀect hurts the donor because of
the higher subsidy payment. Consequently, whether the donor benefits from increased awareness
depends on the trade-oﬀ between the beneficial quantity eﬀect and the harmful subsidy eﬀect. To
understand which eﬀect dominates it is critical to understand how the magnitude of each eﬀect
depends on the awareness level .
To understand how the magnitude of the quantity eﬀect depends on the awareness level, it is
first useful to understand how the magnitude of the quantity eﬀect depends on the price  To do
so, it is useful to classify the consumers into three categories, for any given price . Purchasers are
consumers with valuation intensities that are suﬃciently high  ∈ (  1] that they will purchase
the product even if they are uninformed of the product’s benefits. Non-purchasers are consumers
with valuation intensities that are suﬃciently low  ∈ [0  ) that they will not purchase the
product even if they are informed. Information-dependents are consumers with moderate valuation
intensities  ∈ (   ) such that they will purchase if and only if they are informed.
Because the quantity eﬀect is the increase in sales quantity resulting from uninformed consumers
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becoming informed, the magnitude of the eﬀect is driven by the size of the information-dependents
consumer category. How does the price impact the size of the information-dependents? When the
price increases, the information-dependents category grows at the high end of the valuation intensity range because a subset of purchasers (those with the lowest valuations) become informationdependents. When the price increases, the information-dependents category shrinks at the low end
of the valuation intensity range because a subset of information-dependents (those with the lowest
valuations) become non-purchasers. Because uninformed purchasers are more price sensitive than
informed non-purchasers, the growth from purchasers becoming information-dependents exceeds
the shrinkage from information-dependents becoming non-purchasers. This implies that as the
price increases, the size of the information-dependents category—and hence the magnitude of the
quantity eﬀect—increases.
Having established that the quantity eﬀect grows as the price increases, we now turn to the
impact of awareness on the magnitude of the quantity eﬀect. As the awareness  increases through
the range  ∈ ( ), the donor’s optimal subsidy increases, resulting in a lower price and thus a
smaller quantity eﬀect.
Next we turn to the subsidy eﬀect. As the awareness  increases through the range  ∈ ( ),
the magnitude of the subsidy eﬀect grows because it becomes increasingly costly for the donor to
persuade the intermediary not to abandon the shrinking uninformed segment.
In sum, under a price-setting intermediary, as the awareness  increases over the range  ∈ ( ),
the beneficial-to-the-donor quantity eﬀect shrinks while the harmful-to-the-donor subsidy eﬀect
grows. Consequently there exists a threshold awareness level ̌ ∈ ( ] such that the quantity
eﬀect outweighs the subsidy eﬀect so that the donor benefits from an increase in awareness when
 ∈ ( ̌), and is hurt by an increase in awareness when  ∈ (̌ ).
The implication of Proposition 5 is that a donor should be wary in encouraging entities (e.g.,
government ministries of health, non-governmental organizations) to institute public health media
campaigns aimed at communicating the benefits of the donor’s product. Although such campaigns
benefit the donor when she distributes the product through a non-commercial channel, they can
hurt the donor when she distributes through the commercial channel. A donor need only be
concerned about this negative impact when she perceives that the awareness campaign will tempt
the commercial channel to raise the price of the product and abandon the shrinking uninformed
segment. Proposition 5 reveals that this will not be a concern when the awareness level prior to the
campaign is high    or when the awareness level after the media campaign will be low   ̌.
To what extent should a donor encourage others to increase consumers’ awareness of the benefits
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of the product the donor is subsidizing? To provide a more complete answer to this question,
Proposition 6 complements Proposition 5 by focusing on how the magnitude of the donor’s marginal
value of awareness changes in the awareness level, and how this depends on whether the donor
controls the price.
Proposition 6. With donor price control, the donor’s marginal value of awareness increases in
awareness for  ∈ [0 b
), and jumps up to a constant and stays at the constant for  ∈ [b
 1].
With a price-setting intermediary, the donor’s marginal value of awareness increases in awareness

for  ∈ [0 ), decreases in awareness for  ∈ [ ), and jumps up to a constant and stays at the

constant for  ∈ [ 1].
Recall that under donor price control, the donor serves the broad market for  ∈ [0 b
), and
reduces the subsidy as the awareness  increases. The reduced subsidy leads to a higher price,

implying that the beneficial-to-the donor quantity eﬀect strengthens as  increases over  ∈ [0 b
).

Consequently, the donor’s marginal value of awareness increases as the awareness increases over
the range  ∈ [0 b
). When the awareness  reaches to the threshold b
, the donor serves only the
informed segment and the subsidy is independent of the awareness, implying that the price stays

at the constant level. At this awareness threshold, the quantity eﬀect reaches its largest level and
remains intact as awareness further increases. Therefore, the donor’s marginal value of awareness
reaches the highest level at  = b
 and stays constant as  increases.

The same insights can be applied to explain the result that with a price-setting intermediary,

the donor’s marginal value of awareness increases in awareness for  ∈ [0 ) and jumps up to a
constant and stays at the constant for  ∈ [ 1]. The result that the donor’s marginal value of
awareness decreases in awareness for  ∈ [ ) can be explained by recalling that as  increases
over the range [ ), the beneficial quantity eﬀect shrinks and the harmful subsidy eﬀect grows.
An implication of Proposition 6 is that donors should be most encouraging of eﬀorts to marginally increase the fraction of the consumer population aware of the product’s benefits when that
fraction is already high. In contrast, donors have relatively little to gain by such eﬀorts when this
fraction is small.
Although we have focused on the donor’s subsidy decision, taking awareness as being exogenous,
in some settings a donor’s eﬀorts to increase the purchase and use of particular products include
both a subsidy and an eﬀort to increase consumers’ awareness of the product’s benefits. Propositions
5 and 6 shed some light on the donor’s awareness-eﬀort decision. The first insight is that even if
increasing awareness is costless, the donor distributing through a price-setting intermediary should
avoid embarking on small eﬀorts to increase awareness, if the initial awareness level is moderate
15

 ∈ (̌ ). This contrasts for the prescription for the price-setting donor, who should always embark
on eﬀorts to increase awareness, if they are suﬃciently inexpensive (Proposition 5). The second
insight is related, but is driven by the marginal value of awareness (Proposition 6). When the donor
distributes through a non-commercial channel, the marginal value of awareness is increasing. This
favors large awareness campaigns. In contrast, when the donor distributes through a commercial
channel, the marginal value of awareness is decreasing if and only if the awareness is moderate. This
favors the donor pursuing either relatively small or relatively large awareness eﬀorts, but avoiding
intermediate eﬀorts, when the initial level of awareness is small. Both of these insights are driven
by the finding that moderate levels of awareness are unattractive to the donor distributing through
a price-setting intermediary because of the high subsidy required to persuade the intermediary to
target the broad market.

4

Discussion

As noted in §1, increasingly, donors interested in encouraging the purchase and use of sociallybeneficial products are shifting their attention from distributing through non-commercial channels
in which they control the price to commercial channels wherein the price is delegated to a for-profit
intermediary. This paper provides guidance to donors in how they should approach this transition.
The main change in distributing through a price-setting intermediary is the need to account for the
intermediary’s market-targeting decision.
Accounting for this decision leads to three main implications. First, in shifting to the commercial
channel, the donor should increase the subsidy when consumer awareness of the product’s benefits
is low, and decrease the subsidy when awareness is high. Second, with the commercial channel,
the donor should be prepared to increase the subsidy as awareness increases, which is contrary to
her actions when she distributes through a non-commercial channel. Third, contrary to the lesson
obtained with non-commercial distribution, with commercial distribution the donor can be hurt by
increased awareness. The implication is that the donor should be wary in encouraging entities (e.g.,
government ministries of health, non-governmental organizations) to institute awareness campaigns
aimed at communicating the benefits of the donor’s product. The donor should be especially
concerned when the initial level awareness is moderate, and the campaign has a relatively small
impact. Then the eﬀect of the campaign is to encourage the intermediary to raise the price,
excluding consumers that are not informed of the product’s benefits, to the donor’s detriment.
Although donors are interested in increasing the purchase and use of specific products, our
model has only captured the purchase decision. The extent to which the product achieves its
16

positive intended social benefit depends on the degree to which the product is used properly. The
empirical evidence for the impact of ICS is mixed. For example, Smith-Sivertsen et al. (2009) find
that usage by recipients of ICS is suﬃcient to obtain benefits in reduced carbon dioxide exposure and
respiratory irritation. In contrast, Hanna et al. (2012) find usage and health benefits are limited.
A concern in shifting from the non-commercial to the commercial channel in the distribution of
recommended malaria drugs is that the for-profit intermediaries may lack the capabilities and
incentives to encourage proper use of the drugs (Arrow et al. 2004, Morris et al. 2014). In general,
the extent to which a product is properly used depends on the information provided by the supplier
at the point of sale, and any eﬀorts by the supplier to follow up with the user (e.g., to make sure
that ICS are properly maintained and used). To the extent that the non-commercial channel is
more capable and motivated to provide this guidance, the value to the donor of a sale through the
non-commercial channel would be higher than a sale through the commercial channel. This would
alter our results by pushing down the optimal subsidy for the commercial channel.
As donors shift their eﬀorts from non-commercial to commercial channels, they have more
options than transferring the subsidized-product approach to this new channel. For example, in
the context of ICS, there is active debate around whether donors should subsidize products directly
or indirectly, through, for example, research and development work to design eﬀective ICS and then
training to building capabilities of local stove producers (Simon et al. 2014). Additional research
is required to inform how donors ought to pursue indirect subsidy eﬀorts, and to compare their
performance with direct subsidies.
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Appendix
Lemma A1 is useful in the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2. Lemma A2 is useful in the proof of
Proposition 1.
Lemma A1. ( +  − )2 ≥ 4( −  +  )( −  )
Proof of Lemma A1: Because
( +  − )2 − 4( −  +  )( −  )
= ( +  − )2 − 4( −  +  −  +  )( −  )
= ( +  − )2 − 4( −  +  )( −  ) + 4( −  )2
= ( −  −  + 2 )2
≥ 0
the result holds. ¥
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For use in Lemma A2 and the proofs of Lemma 1 and Propositions 1 and 2, let
  () = Π (  )
  () = Π (  ())
p
b
() =  − ( −  )  [ + (1 − ) ]

) =   (b
), where b
 = {| −  = b
()}
Lemma A2.   (b

Proof of Lemma A2: By definition of   () and   (),
  () −   () = ( −  )[1 − ( −  ) ]
−[ −  ()][1 − [ −  ()][ + (1 − ) ](  )]
= ( −  +  )2 (4 )
−{( − )[ + (1 − ) ] +   }2 [4  ( + (1 − ) )]
∙
¸
  ((1 + ) −  )
(1 − )
2
−( − ) − 2( − ) −
=
4
 + (1 − )
∙
¸
3
 + (1 − )2  −   ((1 + ) −  )
(1 − )
−( −  +  )2 + 
=
4
 + (1 − )
∙
¸
(1 − )

2
2
=
−( −  +  ) + ( −  )

4
 + (1 − )

which implies the result. ¥

Note, by Lemma A2, that the definition of b
 in Lemma A2 is equivalent to the definition in

Proposition 1. Lemma A3 is useful in the proof of Proposition 2.
Lemma A3.

  () ≤   () for  ≤ b

where the first inequality is strict if and only if the second is strict.
Proof of Lemma A3 and Proposition 1: The proof is structured as follows. We define a
threshold e
 where e
 ≥ b
 We then examine a Case 1, which corresponds to  ≥ e
 and show
, and show  () =  () if  ≤ b

 () =   Next we examine Case 2, which corresponds to   e

e

and  () =  if b

, where
Case 1.  () ≤  −  , which by the definition of  (), can be rewritten as  ≥ e

and

e
 = {| −  = e
()}

e
() =  − ( −  ) [ + (1 − ) ]
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It follows from the condition  () ≤ − that sup− Π ( ) = Π ( − ), which together
with Π (  −  ) = Π (  −  ), implies sup− Π ( ) ≤ sup≤− Π ( ). This, together

with the result  ≤  () ≤  −  , implies that  () =  .

. Note that the condition  ()   −  can be rewritten as
Case 2.  ()   −  , i.e.,   e
  ( + (1 − ) )   −  + 2 

(6)

Note
 0 () −  0 () = ( −  )[1 − ( −  ) ] − [ −  ()][ −  ()](1 − 1 )
= ( −  +  )2 (4 ) − [2 2 ( + (1 − ) )2 − ( − )2 ]( −  )(4  )
 ( −  +  )2 (4 ) − [( −  + 2 )2 − ( − )2 ]( −  )(4  )
= ( −  +  )2 (4 ) − 4( −  +  )( −  )(4 )
≥ 0

(7)

where the first inequality follows from (6) and the second inequality is due to Lemma A1. From
) =   (b
). It follows from the definitions of e
 and b
 that b
≤e
. This implies that
Lemma A2,   (b

Lemma A3 holds and that

e

  ()    () for b

If  ≤ b
, then   e
, i.e.,  ()   −  , implying that sup− Π ( ) =   () ≥   () ≥

e
. Then
sup≤− Π ( ). Thus,  () =  (). Suppose b
0 = −−b
(b
)

p
=  −  −  + ( −  ) b
 [b
 + (1 − b
) ]
p
  −  −  + ( −  )  [ + (1 − ) ]
≤  −  −  +  − 

= 2( −  −  )

(8)

where the first equality follows from the definition of b
 in Lemma A2, and the strict inequality
holds because b
   By inequality (8),  ≤  −  . Hence, sup≤− Π ( ) =   ()    () ≥

sup− Π ( ), implying that  () =  . ¥
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Lemma A4 is useful in the proof of Lemma 1. For use in Lemma A4 and the proof of Lemma 1, let
 () = Λ ( () )
 () = Λ ( () )
p
() =  −  + ( −  )  [ + (1 − ) ]

Lemma A4.  (()) =  (()).

Proof of Lemma A4: By definition of  () and  (),
 () −  () = [ () −  + ][1 −  () ]
−[ () −  + ][1 −  ()[ + (1 − ) ](  )]
= ( −  + )2 (4 )
−{  [ + (1 − ) ] −  + }{1 − ( − )[ + (1 − ) ](  )}4
= (1 − ){2( − ) − ( − )2 −   [(1 + ) −  ][ + (1 − ) ]}(4 )
= (1 − ){( −  )2  [ + (1 − ) ] − ( −  + )2 }(4 )
implying that  (()) −  (()) = 0. ¥
Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is structured as follows. We define a threshold e() where

e() ≤ () We then examine a Case 1, which corresponds to  ≤ e() and show the optimal price
∗ ( ) =  () Next we examine Case 2, which corresponds to   e(), and show ∗ ( ) =

 () if  ≥ () and ∗ ( ) =  () if e()    ()

Case 1.  () ≥  , which by the definition of  (), can be rewritten as  ≤ e(), where
e() =  −  + ( −  ) [ + (1 − ) ]

It follows from the condition  () ≥  that sup≤ Λ ( ) = Λ (  ), which together with
Λ (  ) = Λ (  ), implies sup≤ Λ ( ) ≤ sup Λ ( ). This, together with the result

 () ≥  () ≥  , implies that ∗ ( ) =  ().

Case 2.  ()   , i.e.,   e(). Note that the condition  ()   implies that
 −    

Note
0 () − 0 () = [1 −  () ] − [1 −  () ] − (1 − )[1 −  () ]
= (1 − )( −  −  )(2 )
 0
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(9)

where the inequality follows from (9). From Lemma A4,  (()) =  (()). It follows from the
definitions of e() and () that () ≥ e(). Therefore,

 () ≤  () for  ≥ ()

and
 ()   () for e()    ()

If  ≥ (), then  () ≤  , implying that sup≤ Λ ( ) =  () ≥  () ≥ sup Λ ( ).

Thus, ∗ ( ) =  (). Suppose e()    (). The second inequality implies  ()   . Hence,

sup Λ ( ) =  ()   () ≥ sup≤ Λ ( ), implying that ∗ ( ) =  (). ¥
Lemma A5 is useful in the proof of Proposition 2, where, recall,  = {| () = ()}
.
Lemma A5.  ≤ b

Proof of Lemma A5: By definition of  (), we have [ +  −   ( + (1 − ) )]2 = (),
which implies that
2() =  +  −   [ + (1 − ) ]
= (b
) +  −   [ + (1 − ) ]
≤ (b
) +  − 
≤ 2(b
)
where the second equality follows from the definition of b
 in Lemma A2. This, together with the
. ¥
fact that () increases in , implies  ≤ b

Proof of Proposition 2. The proof is structured as follows. We examine a Case 1, which
corresponds to  ≤  and show ∗ () =  () Next we examine Case 2, which corresponds to
] such that ∗ () = () if  ∈ ( ] and ∗ () =  if   
  , and show there exists  ∈ [ b

Case 1.  () ≥ (), which, because  () − () is strictly decreasing in  can be rewritten

as  ≤ , where  = {| () = ()}. It follows from the condition  () ≥ () that
sup Π ( ) =   ()
≥()

≥   ()
≥

sup Π ( )
()

where the first inequality follows from Lemma A3 and the fact that  ≤  implies  ≤ b
 (by Lemma

A5). Therefore, ∗ () =  () for  ≤ .

Case 2.  ()  (), i.e.,   . Because  () is the maximizer of the concave function
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Π ( ), sup≥() Π ( ) = Π ( ()). Let ̄  () = Π ( ()). Then
̄ 0 () = Π ( )|=() + Π ( )|=() ()

(10)

≤ Π ( )|=()
= [ − ()][ − ()]( −  )(  )
≤ [ − ()][ − ()]( −  )(  )
where the first inequality follows from the result that Π ( )|=() ≤ 0 (because of the
condition  ()  ()) and () ≥ 0, and the last inequality is due to    and () being
increasing in . Further  0 () = ( −  +  )2 (4 ). This together with (10) implies

 0 () − ̄ 0 () ≥ ( −  +  )2 (4 ) − [ − ()][ − ()]( −  )(  )
≥ ( −  +  )2 (4 ) − ( −  +  ) ( −  )(  )
≥ 0
where the second inequality is due to () ≥  −  and the third inequality follows from Lemma
) =   (b
) ≥ ̄  (b
), implies that
A1. This, together with the results that ̄  () ≥   () and   (b
] such that ̄  () ≥   () for  ∈ ( ], i.e., ∗ () = (), and ̄  () ≤   ()
there exists  ∈ [ b

for   , i.e., ∗ () =  because  ≤  ()  (). ¥

Proof of Proposition 3: The result that the donor’s optimal subsidy under donor price control

 () decreases in  follows from (4) and the observations that  () decreases in   is independent
of , and  () ≥  for  ∈ [0 1] The donor’s optimal subsidy under a price-setting intermediary

∗ () is given by (5). This, together with the result that () strictly increases in , implies that

∗ () strictly increases in  for  ∈ ( ), and weakly decreases in  for  ∈ [0 ) ∪ ( 1] ¥
]. If  ≤ ,
Proof of Proposition 4: We have shown in the proof of Proposition 2 that  ∈ [ b

then ∗ () =  () =  (). If    ≤ , then ∗ () = () and  () =  (). Because
 () − () is strictly decreasing in  ()   () for    implying that ∗ ()   (). If

b
, then ∗ () =  and  () =  (). Because    (), ∗ ()   (). If  ≥ b
, then
∗ () =  () =  . ¥

Proof of Propositions 5 and 6: Under donor price control, the donor’s optimal utility is
(
Π (  ()) if  ≤ b

Π () =
if   b

Π (  )

 and Π () =
which implies that Π () = [ −  ()][ −  ()](1 − 1 )  0 for  ≤ b

. Hence, under donor price control, the donor’s optimal
( −  )[1 − ( −  ) ]  0 for   b

utility strictly increases in awareness . Because  ()  ( + )2 and  () strictly decreases in
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 Π () strictly increases in  for  ≤ b
; Π () is constant for   b
. Further, it follows
from the proof of Lemma A3 and Proposition 1 that Π ()  ( −  )[1 − ( −  ) ] for all

 ≤ b
 (see inequality (7)). Hence, the donor’s marginal value of awareness strictly increases in
awareness for  ∈ [0 b
), and jumps up to a constant and stays at the constant for  ∈ [b
 1].
Under a price-setting intermediary, the donor’s optimal utility is
⎧
⎪
⎨ Π (  ())2 if  ≤ 
∗
Π () =
Π ( ())2
if    ≤ 
⎪
⎩
if   
Π (  )2

which strictly increases in  for  ≤  and for   . Consider the regime    ≤ . With some
eﬀort one can show that
2 Π∗ ( ())
  ( −  ){( −  +  )[ + (1 − ) ] + 3 ( −  )}
=−
 0
2
8( )32 [ + (1 − ) ]52

implying that there exists ̌ ∈ ( ] such that Π∗ () strictly increases in  for  ∈ ( ̌] and strictly
decreases in  for  ∈ (̌ ] Further, the above inequality, together with the result that Π (  ())
is convex in  and Π (  ) is linear in , implies that with a price-setting intermediary, the donor’s
marginal value of awareness, Π∗ (), increases in awareness for  ∈ [0 ), decreases in awareness
for  ∈ [ ), and jumps up to a constant and stays at the constant for  ∈ [ 1]. ¥
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